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From the desk of the “Safety Czar”: Warm
weather has finally arrived and it has brought more
flyers out on a day to day average. As your highly
observant safety officer, I’ve noted that some of
the folks who arrive a little later sometimes do not
have one of our “safety” tables available to them.
During these busy days, if you bring more than
one plane to fly, please limit yourself to one
“safety” table so that others won’t be forced to arm
electrics or start fuel planes without the benefit
and safety of one of the tables. If we are having a
light day, then a separate table for two planes isn’t
a problem.
I want to touch on our flying courtesy. If
someone announces “landing” then anyone
waiting to take off is obligated to wait (with his
plane OFF the runway) until the landing aircraft is
down and declared “clear” by the pilot or has gone
around. Same thing for a “dead stick”. The pilot
announces his emergency and EVERYONE gives
him the priority. We need to keep those
communication channels LOUD, CLEAR and
OPEN.
On the communications topic, there are a few
of us who announce our flight intentions
throughout our flight as a courtesy to the other
flyers. With more participating in flying, we often
have 4 planes in the air at one time and its just too
hard to try to keep track of your plane and three
others. Since a couple of us are a little “hearing
challenged” it might not be a bad idea to try to get
an acknowledgment back from the others. If you
are one of the “others” and hear a request, sound
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off so they know you heard them. We have some
new and less experienced pilots in our ranks and
landings can be a stressful event for them so
when someone announces “landing” and from
which direction, give them room. There is no
reason to be crossing their flight path or fly close
to them.
Another “courtesy” that is near and dear to
your safety officer: with spring and summer upon
us, wind and dry weather are a given. Please slow
down when entering and driving in the parking
area. No one wants to be engulfed by a cloud of
dust kicked up by cars in the parking lot. Many of
us have pretty severe allergies and right now it
doesn’t take much to spoil the day of an allergy
sufferer.
All of the things I’ve touched on are courtesy
and common sense issues. No one is suggesting
we add more rules, just a little thoughtfulness for
the “other guy”. Some times YOU will be the “other
guy”.
Now for the serious stuff! With spring and
summer upon us, the park will be having events
all times of the day, every day throughout nice
weather. For you newer members, we had a very
serious incident occur in the past that could have
easily resulted in the injury or death of a grounds
keeper on the ball field. The fairly large and quick
plane, completely out of control, cashed into one
of the backstops next to the ball diamond deep
into the park. This was unacceptable. An
experienced and capable pilot flew and trimmed
the plane a couple days earlier and advised that
it was a difficult plane to fly. The owner decided
to fly it anyway, without any request for help until
the situation was unrecoverable. Again, this was
unacceptable. It was later determined that the
plane was on “high rates” making an already
difficult plane to fly, uncontrollable. I doubt that a
“helper” would have had much success regaining
control unless he had had some stick time with
that particular plane.
Bottom line? STAY AWAY FROM THE PARK!
We’ve had servo failures, receivers unbind in
flight, failing batteries, control surface/hinge/push
rod/link failure and of course, pilot error. If we are
AWAY FROM THE PARK, the chances of any of
those failures dropping a plane in the park are
slim. This is especially critical with “solo flying”. I
know I’d hate to be the one to put a negative light
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